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Abstract
The reliable and early diagnosis of common complex multifactorial diseases depends on the individual determination
of all (or as many as possible) polymorphisms of each susceptibility gene together with amount and type of the corresponding gene products and their downstream effects, including the synthesis and flux of metabolites and regulation
of signalling processes. In addition, this system’s biologydriven personalized diagnosis must be accompanied by options for personalized reliable and early therapy. In the midterm, the direct substitution or inhibition of the proteins encoded by the corresponding defective gene products of the
susceptibility genes exerting lower or higher activity by administration of the ‘normal’ proteins or inhibitory antibodies,
respectively, seems to be most promising. The critical hurdle
of oral bioavailability as well as transport into the cytoplasm
of the target cells, if required, could be overcome by therapeutic proteins with carboxy-terminal modification by glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI). This may be deduced from
recent experiments with rat adipocytes. Here this mem-
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brane-anchoring glycolipid structure induces the sequential
transport of proteins from special regions of the plasma
membrane via the surface of intracellular lipid droplets to
special membrane vesicles, which are finally released from
the adipocytes together with the associated GPI proteins. It
remains to be studied whether similar molecular mechanisms operate in intestinal epithelial cells and may enable
the transport of GPI proteins from the intestinal lumen into
the blood stream. If so, modification of proteins encoded by
(combinations of) susceptibility genes with GPI could significantly facilitate the personalized therapy of common diseases on the basis of ‘inborn’ safety, efficacy, rapid realization and oral application.
Copyright © 2010 S. Karger AG, Basel

Introduction – Personalized Therapy

During the past decade, knowledge about the involvement of a multitude of susceptibility genes and novel
complete mechanisms in the pathogenesis of complex
and common multifactorial diseases, such as type II diabetes, has been accumulating [1–4]. Nevertheless, currently these novel findings have not been translated into
corresponding methods and technologies for their prognosis and diagnosis [5]. This may be due to the relatively
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moderate predictive power derived from the determination of the individual complete genetic profile (genomics)
which, in part, is caused by inadequate numbers of (combinations of) (single nucleotide) polymorphisms identified in susceptibility genes so far [6, 7]. For principal reasons this obstacle cannot be overcome by a mere increase
in sample size [8, 9]. However, it may be weakened by the
inclusion of additional ‘downstream parameters’ encompassing the complete patterns of proteins (proteomics),
lipids (lipidomics), metabolites (metabolomics) and their
fluxes (fluxomics) of the patient versus control subject [5,
10–12]. Unfortunately, the present technologies for genomics, proteomics, lipidomics and metabolomics are
relatively cost-intensive. Nevertheless, this burden would
be accepted facing the enormous social and economical
consequences for the community and the health problems for the affected individual patient, which are associated in the long term with common complex diseases, in
general, and type II diabetes, in particular. However, the
acceptance by the society for the need of a timely and reliable diagnosis is based on the availability of adequate
options for prevention and therapy, which may include,
but must not be limited to, advices for a (more) healthy
life style, such as food restriction and intensified physical
exercise (albeit there is no doubt about their benefit for
the prevention of the majority of common diseases in the
Western countries). Clearly the expenditure for personalized diagnosis, which has to be supported by all (affected
as well as non-affected) members of our health care systems, cannot be justified by the currently implemented
strategies of non-personalized prevention and therapy.
They simply divide the population into normal (‘control’)
and affected (‘case’), and recommend first-, second- and
third-line (or more) treatments. For example, the therapy
of type II diabetes is currently based on 6 approved drug
classes encompassing both small molecules (metformin,
sulfonylureas, glitazones, DPP-IV inhibitors) and (unmodified or modified) proteins (insulin and analogues,
glucagon-like polypeptide-I and analogues). Certainly,
this repertoire does not meet the requirements for the individualized treatment of this common disease with its
estimated 2,000–3,000 susceptibility genes and even
higher numbers of the underlying polymorphisms and
combinations thereof. The resulting heterogeneity is further amplified by individual polymorphisms in protective genes and positive or negative environmental influences [5]. Thus, the currently available therapies for common complex diseases do not fit to the multitude and
heterogeneity of the underlying disease mechanisms.
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Traditional Options for Therapy

Which options for personalized therapy are currently
in our hands, at least in principle (fig. 1)? (1) The abnormal function or synthesis of a polymorphic/mutant gene
product encoded by the susceptibility gene may be corrected (that is, inhibited/activated or down-/upregulated)
by orally available small drug molecules. (2) The polymorphic/mutant variant of the susceptibility gene may
be replaced by the corresponding wild-type genes (gene
therapy). (3) The abnormal tissues/cells suffering from
the expression of the polymorphic/mutant variant of the
susceptibility gene may be replaced by normal tissues/
cells grown in culture (regenerative medicine and tissue
engineering). (4) The missing or overactive function or
synthesis of a polymorphic/mutant gene product encoded by the susceptibility gene may be compensated for by
delivery of the wild-type gene product or neutralizing antibodies against the corresponding polymorphic/mutant
gene product (protein therapeutics and therapeutic antibodies (fig. 1). Each of these strategies will lead to personalized therapy for a given complex common disease, that
is, tailored to the individual genetic profile and individual complete pathogenic mechanism. In case of type II
diabetes, these strategies may target components of the
glucose-sensing system in pancreatic ␤ cells and intestinal L cells, insulin production and secretion in the ␤ cells,
or insulin action in muscle, adipose and/or liver cells or
combinations thereof.
By nature, there are advantages and disadvantages associated with each of these therapeutic strategies, which
are only outlined here in brief (fig. 1). Gene therapy and
regenerative medicine are believed to harbour the greatest potential and application field for the future, but unfortunately have recently experienced serious doubts and
issues concerning safety, production and realization. The
success of gene therapy is highly dependent on the quality of the delivery vector, which can be generally categorized into viral and non-viral origin [13]. Viral vectors are
highly efficient. They are currently still the most powerful tools for gene transfection. However, some viral vectors show limited loading capacity, are difficult to produce in large scale and, most importantly, pose severe
safety risks due to their oncogenic potential and their inflammatory and immunogenic effects, which prevent
them from repeated administration. To overcome these
limitations, non-viral vectors have emerged as a promising alternative for gene delivery. A number of non-viral
siRNA delivery approaches have now been reported in
vivo, including in non-human primates and humans [13–
Pharmacology 2010;86:92–116
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Fig. 1. Current options for personalized prevention and therapy.
Principal advantages and disadvantages of small drug molecules
(chemicals), gene therapy (viral and non-viral vectors, non-vector-based vehicles), regenerative medicine (embryonic and adult
stem cells, tissue engineering) and gene products (proteins and
siRNA/microRNA encoded by susceptibility and disease genes)

are given. Wild-type or appropriately modified versions of the latter can be used as therapeutic proteins which substitute for the
missing or hypoactive gene products or for the generation of therapeutic antibodies which inhibit the over-expressed or hyperactive gene products.

17], among them hydrodynamic injection, cholesterol
conjugation, cationic delivery systems such as liposomes
and lipoplexes, as well as polymer- and peptide-based delivery systems, and other delivery routes, such as intraocular delivery, intratumoral delivery, local in vivo electroporation to muscle, local delivery to the central nervous system and intranasal delivery to the airway [18, 19].
Small chemicals (synthesized and natural molecules),
in general, are easily produced in small and large scale by
modern synthesis methods and can often be delivered
as a pill via the oral route into the circulation and gain
access to the abnormal tissue (by diffusion) as well as to
the cytoplasm of the target cell (fig. 1). However, the past
two decades of enormous biotechnological expenditure
worldwide with state-of-the-art high-throughput screening, structural biology, bioinformatics and rational drug
design finally resulted in a rather disappointing outcome
of approved small molecule drugs. This clearly demonstrates the considerable difficulties inherent in the discrimination of ‘chemicals’ and ‘drug-like’ molecules, that
is, the selection from libraries containing millions of
chemical substances those compounds with potential for
subsequent successful step-by-step optimization via lead
structures to drug candidates in course of several rounds
of structural variation/modification with the help of ra-

tional design and structural biology. The reasons for
these difficulties are complex and multi-facetted and not
only based on scientific reasons. However, in any case,
small chemicals intrinsically suffer from limited selectivity between the desired cellular target and unwanted offtargets, which represent large macromolecules, such as
proteins and nucleic acids. This selectivity issue is intimately associated with safety problems and considerably
impairs multi-parameter optimization. Therefore, it is
not too surprising that during the past decade the identification of susceptibility genes for common diseases has
over-run the introduction of novel small molecule drugs
for their therapy, which target the corresponding gene
products. This apparently huge problem with the identification of small drug molecules is in contrast to the need
to obtain drugs for each defective/missing or hyperactive/
overproduced gene product encoded by the multiple susceptibility genes and underlying the common diseases.
The gene products encoded by susceptibility genes are
intrinsically characterized by exquisite potency and, in
consequence, safety, in general, as well as by efficient quasi ‘inborn’ discovery (fig. 1). Their wild-type versions represent ‘natural’ cell components. Therefore, upon their
identification they may be used for therapy directly by
substitution of defective or missing gene products or in-
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Fig. 2. The intestinal permeability barrier. After ingestion and arrival in the intestinal lumen the therapeutic protein or antibody
has to pass the glycocalyx and mucus layers and then be transported into blood vessels and underlying tissue cells. Typically,
proteins do not follow the transcellular route across the microvilli of the apical plasma membrane or the paracellular route
across the protein complexes of tight junctions (oval). These connect the neighbouring enterocytes to the intact and sealed intestinal epithelial cell layer preventing macromolecules contained in

the food from access to the circulation. The inset shows that distinct populations of enterocytes are arranged in the so-called
brush border structures which line the intestinal wall with absorptive enterocytes located at the tip, stem cells located at the
bottom in so-called crypts, proliferative precursor cells derived
from the stem cells and enteroendocrine ‘Becher’ cells located between the tips and the crypts and engaged in the (glucose-dependent) synthesis and release of neuroendocrine proteins, such as
GLP-1, for the control of food intake and insulin release.

directly by blockade of over-active or over-produced gene
products using neutralizing antibodies directed against
them. However, therapeutic proteins and antibodies have
to overcome a number of critical hurdles prior to beneficial systemic action. One of the most important is the
passage along the gastrointestinal tract and the transport
across intestinal epithelial cells into the circulation
(fig. 2). For susceptibility gene products with major site of
action in the serum (such as plasma enzymes) or interstitial spaces (such as polypeptide hormones) this so-called
oral bioavailability may represent the only barrier for targeting their primary mode of action. Gene products with
primary mode of action in the cytoplasm (such as transcription factors, signalling proteins) have to be transported from the circulation via the extracellular matrix
across the plasma membrane of the target tissue/cells, in
addition (fig. 2). This is typically not managed by therapeutic proteins and antibodies and therefore they have to
be injected according to their site of action (that is, sub-

cutaneously, intravenously, intramuscularly or intraperitoneally).
Consequently, personalized prevention and therapy
based on the injection of gene products into the circulation is per se prevented by their inability to be transported into the target cells or considerably limited by the
known patient’s compliance toward their non-oral administration. In particular, the latter holds true for common diseases, such as type II diabetes, which are often
characterized during the initial stages by only low to
moderate consequences for the individual life style and
quality. However, many common diseases underlie vicious cycles of their pathogenesis finally leading to irreversible damages, which resist improvement by late onset
of non-oral administration of therapeutic proteins and
antibodies. In former times, the emphasis of oral delivery
of therapeutic proteins and antibodies was more on convenience and avoidance of needles. With the current understanding of the pathogenesis of multifactorial com-
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plex diseases, such as type II diabetes, additional emphasis has also been placed on the physiological importance
of the most appropriate, that is natural, route of delivery
of the protein therapeutic to its site(s) of action in the target tissues and cells. In case of therapy of type II diabetes
this is the hepatic route [20]. Existing insulin therapies
including newer, injectable and short-acting analogues
introduce insulin at the periphery and do not mimic
the normal, physiological portal-to-peripheral gradient.
These therapies continue to over-insulinize the periphery resulting in undesirable side effects, such as peripheral hyperinsulinemia with resulting insulin resistance,
weight gain and hypoglycaemia. With hepatically delivered oral insulin there is the possibility of achieving high
portal vein concentrations of insulin without sustained
peripheral hyperinsulinemia. The physiological rational
and therapeutic advantage for oral insulin has meanwhile
been widely acknowledged by diabetologists [20]. Taken
together, the pathogenic mechanisms for common complex diseases, which are based on multiple susceptibility
genes, may be interrupted by substitution of the relevant
gene products or introduction of the relevant neutralizing antibodies in the circulation and, if required, in the
target cells in course of their oral delivery and, if required,
subsequent transport across the plasma membrane (fig.
1, 2).

Transport across Intestinal Epithelial Cells

The greatest barriers to the oral delivery of therapeutic
protein and antibodies lie in the gastrointestinal tract.
Dietary proteins do not normally cross the gastrointestinal epithelium intact, but must first be broken down to
their constituent free amino acids and peptides by various enzymes located throughout the gastrointestinal
tract. These constituents are then absorbed by the gastrointestinal epithelium. Of course, this route of protein absorption destroys almost all physiological activity of the
original protein or polypeptide and explains why typical
oral bioavailabilities of proteins are usually less than
1–2% [21]. Therefore, despite the fact that recombinant
DNA technology has allowed for ever increasing numbers of therapeutic proteins and antibodies, delivery of
these drugs is still generally through injection. For the
past 8 decades, a great deal of work has focused on attempts to develop non-invasive methods of delivering
protein drugs with the oral route clearly being the most
convenient and desired one.
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The earliest attempts for oral delivery of a protein therapeutic date back to the 1930s and were devoted to shortacting insulin formulations. These studies were performed to understand if insulin could be adsorbed via the
portal vein by directly injecting insulin into the intestinal
loop [22]. In fact, 30 years later it was demonstrated that
there may be some, albeit very limited, ability for proteins
to cross the intestinal epithelium intact if administered
directly in the intestinal lumen thus avoiding the acidic
environment of the stomach [23]. In another study, a hexylresorcinol solution containing insulin was administered to 10 healthy volunteers. The study successfully
showed a reduction in blood glucose levels, but concluded
that oral delivery of insulin exhibits great interindividual
variability and poor bioavailability [24]. According to
these early studies [22–24], some proteins and peptides,
most often lipophilic ones, have actually been shown to
have useful oral bioavailabilities. Insulin, unfortunately,
does not and is effectively stopped by the natural barriers
to protein delivery. Overcoming these barriers is the focus of efforts to develop oral delivery systems for therapeutic proteins and antibodies, in general, and insulin, in
particular.
Which are the main reasons for the failure of proteins
to become transported after their oral ingestion from the
intestinal lumen into the blood vessels, the interstitial
spaces surrounding the target tissues and the cytoplasm
of the target cells? The epithelial layer lining the gastrointestinal tract is a tightly bound collection of cells with
minimal leakage and forms a physical barrier to absorption (fig. 2). It is made up of a single layer of columnar
epithelial cells supported by the lamina propria and muscularis mucosa. The epithelium folds to form villi (the
brush border) and each epithelial cell also possesses microvilli, uniform one-micrometer finger-like projections,
on its apical surface. Together, these structures increase
the absorptive area of the intestinal tract by approximately two orders of magnitude [25]. However, these structures hinder the absorption of proteins as the microvilli
also contain digestive enzymes. In addition to these formidable barriers, on top of the epithelial layer lies the glycocalyx, a layer of sulphated mucopolysaccharides, and a
layer of mucus consisting of glycoproteins, enzymes, electrolytes and water. Glycocalyx and mucus present yet another physical barrier to the transport of proteins.
Neighbouring epithelial and endothelial cells are
tightly bound to one another by specific protein complexes, the so-called tight junctions of zona occludens, which
ensure their assembly into stably sealed tissues. Proteins
in the circulation or in the interstitial space are usually
Müller

prevented from ‘transcellular’ passage across the apical
plasma membrane via the cytoplasm to and across the
basolateral plasma membrane as well as from ‘paracellular’ passage between the basolateral plasma membranes
of neighbouring epithelial and endothelial cell layers via
the tight junctions (fig. 2). The size and hydrophilic nature of typical serum proteins (and thus putative protein
therapeutics), such as enzymes, hormones, growth factors or antibodies, are not compatible with their passive
or facilitated diffusion across plasma membranes or tight
junctions. Furthermore, apparently there was no evolutionary pressure for the development of specific active
and receptor-mediated mechanisms for the transport of
proteins from the intestinal lumen into the circulation,
whereas those have evolved for the transport of hormones
and growth factors from the circulation into the target
tissues.
In addition to the physical barrier provided by the intestinal epithelium, proteins face another, possibly greater, barrier in the form of digestive enzymes acting along
the gastrointestinal tract. Protein digestion by proteases
starts in the stomach and is continued by many different
enzymes located throughout the intestinal tract [26].
Pepsins are located in the stomach and trypsin, chymotrypsin and carboxypeptidases released from the pancreas are located in the small intestinal lumen [27]. These
pancreatic enzymes are responsible for only about 20% of
enzymatic degradation of ingested proteins. The remainder of the degradation occurs at the brush-border membrane or in the cytosol of enterocytes of the intestinal
tract by various peptidases, among them the so-called
insulin-degrading enzyme [28]. Many attempts have
been made to overcome these enzymatic barriers (see below). But this is certainly a difficult challenge since the
presence of just one or two of these enzymes could lead
to total denaturation or destruction of a protein drug.
The final major barrier to the development of effective
oral protein delivery systems rests in the actual fabrication methods for the formulation to be used. Unlike low
molecular weight drugs, proteins have a complex internal
structure which helps define their biological activity. Any
alteration in the primary (amino acid sequence), secondary (two-dimensional structure), tertiary (folding) or
quaternary structure (combination of polypeptide subunits) can result in the deactivation of a protein. These
alterations may be caused by even the slightest changes in
the environment (or even microenvironment) of the protein. The most likely variables which can affect protein
structure and stability are related to the temperature, pH,
solvent, ingredients and crystallinity states of the protein.
Transport of Glycolipid-Modified
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These considerations are most pertinent when using
polymer-encapsulated formulations. Many of the basic
encapsulation methods used in the production of polymer-based protein drug delivery systems can easily disrupt the delicate protein structure rendering the protein
inactive. Therefore, although the characterization of the
releasing kinetics of therapeutic proteins and antibodies
from putative drug delivery systems is important, understanding the stability of the protein is just as critical. This
topic should not be neglected when discussing barriers to
oral protein delivery [25, 29]. Despite these apparent challenges, there have been intensive efforts of pharmacologist and biotechnologists during the past decades to enable or improve the oral bioavailability of therapeutic
proteins and antibodies for the chronic therapy of common diseases, such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases and
metabolic diseases, including type II diabetes, on the basis of a variety of distinct and sophisticated technologies,
which are mentioned here only in brief (fig. 3).

General Approaches for the Oral Delivery of Protein
Therapeutics

Bypassing of the intestinal epithelial transport barrier
has been tackled by several approaches [30, 31]. (1) The
most common strategy which has been followed is encapsulation of the protein drug in liposomes and micro- or
nanoparticles. Nanoparticle formulations using mucoadhesive polymers, such as chitosan, poly(lactic-)co-glycolic acid, poly-␥-glutamic acid and alginate, poly(alkyl-)
cyanoacrylate microparticles and ␤-cyclodextrin liposomes have been studied extensively [32–37]. The protein
drugs encapsulated in these polymers are apparently
physically protected from enzymatic degradation and it
has been shown clearly that such particles cross the epithelial layer through Peyer’s patches [38]. While some of
the encapsulated protein drugs have been demonstrated
to exert the desired physiological effect in appropriate animal models, such as lowering of blood glucose in streptozotocin-diabetic rats in the case of insulin, further development has not been reported. Presumably, the nanomaterials, which are currently in use, ‘actively’ induce the
transient opening of the tight junctions in course of their
direct binding to protein components of the zona occludens and thereby enable the paracellular passage of the
encapsulated therapeutic proteins into the circulation.
One critical disadvantage of this ‘site-specific’ delivery
and ‘colonic absorption’ could be the inability to adequately correct and compensate for all physiological asPharmacology 2010;86:92–116
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underlying tissues, such as pancreatic ␤, muscle and adipose cells,
for physiological (for example hormone) action via paracellular
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blue) and GPI antibodies (in red), as well as of nanoparticles, penetration enhancers/detergents and tight junctions (red ovals) in
paracellular transport are explained in the text.

pects of the missing or defective endogenous gene product, such as the loss of first-phase insulin secretion in
the case of insulin.
(2) The prevention of the enzymatic degradation in the
gastrointestinal tract in course of delivery of the protein
drug along with a protease inhibitor could represent a
useful strategy, too. In one pilot study, 5 different protease
inhibitors were tested individually along with insulin
[39]. It was found that bacitracin, sodium glycocholate
and camostat mesilate promoted the absorption of insulin, while soya bean trypsin inhibitor has very little effect
on the absorption. The study concluded that co-administration of protease inhibitors is one possible approach
to improve the absorption of protein drugs, such as insulin, from the gastrointestinal tract [39], presumably due
to prolonged survival period of the intact protein drug at
the intestinal epithelium which raises the probability of
its absorption. A general limitation of this approach is
that the long-term effect of chronic administration of
protease inhibitors is unknown and may result in protein
malabsorption and other adverse side effects. This may

be one reason why this approach has not reached clinical
trials so far for the most attractive candidates for oral
protein delivery in the long term, such as insulin. Alternatively, derivatization of polypeptide drugs by using
polyethylene glycol [40] and their encapsulation in pHresponsive gels and films [41] or in enteric-coated capsules containing sodium salicylate [42], which become
gradually dissolved or leaky along passage in the gastrointestinal tract, have been reported to prevent their enzymatic degradation and to enhance their absorption [43].
A number of these promising approaches have been taken into the clinics.
(3) Several permeation enhancers have been analysed
for their capability to increase the efficacy of oral protein
delivery. The most commonly tried permeation enhancers are bile salts or fatty acids for increasing the permeability across the intestinal cell walls, presumably via the
transcellular route. Salts of fatty acids like caprate, caprylate, laurate or palmitate have been tested for oral delivery
of insulin, other peptides and certain macromolecules
with variable success [44, 45]. The co-administration of
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Nanoparticles

other penetration enhancers based on detergent-like
molecules and micelles, such as pluronic acid [46], seems
to destabilize or weaken the tight junctions facilitating
the paracellular routing of protein drugs [47]. Moreover,
a specific toxin, zonula occludens toxin, is currently being assessed as permeation enhancer for insulin and has
been demonstrated to be effective in reducing blood glucose levels in animal models of diabetes [48]. In fact, this
toxin apparently opens up the tight junctions in effective
and reversible fashion and thereby manages to improve
the permeability of protein drugs, such as insulin. However, these permeation enhancers could potentially damage or even dissolve the gastrointestinal barrier and
thereby facilitate the access of undesired small and large
compounds from the intestinal lumen into the circulation with increased risks for local inflammations and
gastrointestinal infections. Furthermore, prior to routine
therapeutic application, the unspecific oral delivery of
proteins and protein fragments originating from the food
as an unwanted consequence of the general loss of the
permeability barrier and protective function formed by
the enterocytes has to be excluded for each type and each
combination of penetration enhancers. Thus, long-term
toxicity of this approach needs to be evaluated on a caseby-case basis. Considering the intrinsic specificity issue
of this ‘general permeation enhancer’ approach and the
challenging task to prove its safety in the long term, the
encapsulation of the therapeutic proteins and antibodies
into nanoparticles seems to be more promising (fig. 3)
[49, 50]. Taken together, multiple approaches for oral protein delivery have been tested so far and offered early
promise, but very few of them have made it beyond preclinical stages.

From the Circulation to Target Tissues and into
Target Cells

Irrespective of the strategy used to overcome the barrier of the gastrointestinal tract (see above), after successful para- or transcellular passage of the therapeutic proteins and antibodies across the intestinal epithelial cells,
they only manage to act extracellularly in the circulation
(for example by inhibition of serum enzymes, such as endothelial lipase) in case of neutralizing antibodies or in
the interstitial tissue spaces or at the surface of the target
cells (for example by activation of cell surface receptors,
such as the insulin receptor) in case of hormones and
growth factors (fig. 3). The penetration of the ‘nude’ therapeutic protein or antibody into the target cell to gain acTransport of Glycolipid-Modified
Proteins: Vision or Fiction?

cess to the cytoplasm and relevant organelles, for example
the nucleus, is typically extremely inefficient due to the
permeability barrier formed by the plasma membranes
for large hydrophilic macromolecules. This represents a
general and serious limitation for the use of protein therapeutics. Thus, the development of safe and effective
drug carriers that can be orally administered but will selectively deliver therapeutic protein drugs into the diseased cells without harming normal cells is an additional
and essential goal of nanomedicine [51, 52].
Interestingly, the size of the nanoparticles and the
thickness and type of the nanomaterials used apparently
determines the systemic trafficking of the nanocarriers
in the circulation following their transit across the intestinal barrier (fig. 3; thick or thin continuous or interrupted envelopes). This could open the possibility for specific
targeting of therapeutic proteins and antibodies to the affected tissues, such as muscle, fat, liver and pancreas for
type II diabetes therapy or to proliferating malignant
cells for cancer therapy. The strategy of ‘passive targeting’
relies on the relatively selective extravasation and retention of long-circulating nanocarriers on the basis of specific structural features of the diseased tissue. The strategy of ‘active targeting’ is based on the modification of
the surface of nanosized carriers with ligands that can
specifically recognize the diseased cells. These two clinically relevant and nanocarrier-based targeting strategies
rely on the specific interaction between the ligands (antibodies, peptide mimics or nucleic acids) on the carrier
surface and the corresponding receptors expressed on the
diseased cells. For example, human epidermal growth
factor receptor-2 [53–55], folic acid receptor [46] and vasoactive intestinal peptide receptors [56] have been investigated as biomarkers for nanocarriers targeted to breast
tumours. Recently, new targeting strategies have emerged
as a way of improving the targeting efficiency of the
nanocarriers. They are based on the unique microenvironment of surrounding tumour cells (‘tumoral extracellular environment’) as a molecular cue to activate longcirculating nanocarriers to release the drug or facilitate
their cellular uptake upon arrival at the target tumour
sites.
Many different macromolecular structures, such as
drug-polymer conjugates, micelles, liposomes, dendrimers and nanoparticles, have been designed to transport
drugs to their intended target tissues and cells. Micelles
can be made from amphiphilic block co-polymers that
self-assembly into small spherical structures [47, 57]. Liposomes are vesicles made of phospholipid bilayers that
can encapsulate drugs in their luminal cores or interfaces
Pharmacology 2010;86:92–116
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between the bilayers [57]. Nanoparticles are generally
polymeric matrices in the form of nanosized colloids that
can encapsulate a drug through physical entrapment (association between the drug and polymer) or chemical
conjugation (creating a chemical bond between the drug
and polymer) [49, 50].
Some of the recently reported targeting strategies have
good potential to achieve both passive and active targeting effects. These strategies aim to create nanocarriers
that maintain the stealth property during circulation
(passive targeting) and then transform to more cell-interactive form (active targeting) upon arrival at the target
sites on the basis of the unique extracellular environment
of the diseased cells. For instance, tumours develop
unique microenvironments, such as slightly acidic pH
[58] and a high level of proteinases [59]. The extracellular
pH of malignant tissues is generally more acidic (pH 6.5–
7.2) due to the increased glycolysis of tumour cells, which
makes them produce more lactic acid and release it into
the surrounding milieu than normal cells [60, 61]. The
overproduction of enzymes, such as the matrix metalloproteinases, is also common for most proliferating malignant cells, since they are essential for angiogenesis, metastasis, and other extracellular signalling events involved in tumour propagation [59]. Overexpression of
metalloproteinases has been explored as a way of targeting and ‘turning on’ of imaging agents for the allocation
of tumours or other lesions [62–64].
However, for chronic therapeutic application of
nanoparticles, the possibility and extent of their systemic entry has to be investigated, including the relevant degrading and eliminating pathways. In case of oral delivery of therapeutic proteins and antibodies, solely, their
systemic entry is unwanted but often unavoidable,
whereas in case of systemic tissue targeting, this is even
required. Most importantly, the accumulation of the
nanomaterials in tissues and cells, which either harbour
the target of the orally delivered therapeutic protein (and
nanoparticles) or serve as unspecific sink for the
nanoparticles after their systemic distribution in the
whole body, has to be excluded in the long term. Very
recent experimental results hint to the exciting possibility that a novel strategy for both oral delivery and tissue
targeting in parallel will overcome these potential toxicity issues. It is based on a ‘natural’ co-translational modification of the therapeutic protein with a glycolipid
structure, the covalent coupling to glycosylphosphatidylinositol (GPI).
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GPI Proteins – Structure and Synthesis

GPI represents a typical glycolipidic structure consisting of phosphatidylinositol with long-chain saturated fatty acids which is coupled via a complex glycan core, a
terminal phosphoethanolamine bridge and an amide
linkage to the carboxy terminus of a subset of (often glycosylated) membrane proteins (fig. 4) [65–68]. Thereby,
these GPI-anchored proteins (GPI proteins) are anchored
at the surface of eucaryotic cells from yeast to man [69,
70]. Typical transmembrane proteins cross the phospholipid bilayer of biological membranes via one or several
stretches of 12–20 hydrophobic amino acids each, which
in combination act(s) as membrane anchor(s) (fig. 4) [71,
72]. In contrast, the GPI anchor is inserted in the outer
(extracellular) phospholipid monoleaflet of the plasma
membrane, exclusively, with preference for special areas,
so-called lipid rafts or detergent-insoluble glycolipid-enriched microdomains (DIGs). DIGs are characterized by
high concentrations of cholesterol, glycolipids, glycosphingolipids and phospholipids harbouring long-chain
fatty acids [73–78]. The resulting rigid lipid environment
attracts subsets of transmembrane proteins, such as the
caveolins, and the majority of GPI proteins. DIGs formed
by the typical membrane phospholipids and proteins
float like rafts in the ocean. They have been attributed a
multitude of important cellular functions, such as transport of cholesterol, fatty acids and proteins as well as signal transduction across the plasma membrane [79, 80].
The GPI anchor is susceptible to cleavage by special types
of serum phospholipases C or D [81–84]. They operate in
constitutive or regulated fashion during a number of
physiological (for example insulin action [85]) and pharmacological (for example glimepiride action [86, 87])
processes or are used for the experimental release of the
(hydrophilic) protein moiety from the membrane or cell
surface for the diagnosis of GPI anchorage (fig. 4) [88].
The co-translational coupling of the GPI anchor to the
protein moiety during the biosynthesis of GPI proteins
requires the presence of two distinct targeting signals,
signal sequences I and II, which flank the GPI protein
precursor encoded by the relevant susceptibility gene
(fig. 5). Signal sequence I at the amino terminus, which is
structurally and functionally identical to that operating
for the transport in secretory and transmembrane proteins, directs the (still GPI anchor-less) nascent polypeptide chain of the GPI protein for co-translational transfer
across the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum. Signal sequence II at the carboxy terminus, which structurally resembles a proteinaceous transmembrane anchor,
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Fig. 4. Structures of two common classes of eucaryotic plasma
membrane proteins. Typical transmembrane proteins span the
phospholipid bilayer of the plasma membrane with one to several
␣-helical stretches of 12–20 hydrophobic amino acids each (in
brown, colour only in online version), thereby directing one to
several hydrophilic polypeptide domains to the cell surface (often
with disulfide bridges and carbohydrate chains) and to the cytoplasm (always reduced and unglycosylated). The atypical transmembrane protein, caveolin-1, does not span the phospholipid
bilayer, but penetrates only into the cytoplasmic leaflet of the plasma membrane with a hook-like hydrophobic segment thereby directing both the terminal small and large polypeptide domains to
the cytoplasm. Caveolin-1 is predominantly enriched at the DIGs

(see text for details). GPI proteins are anchored in the outer leaflet
of the plasma membrane by the GPI glycolipid structure. GPI is
built up of phosphoethanolamine, a glycan core consisting of several mannose and non-acetylated glucosamine residues in typical
glycosidic linkages, myo-inositol (Ino) and phosphatidic acid
equipped with saturated long-chain fatty acids. The GPI anchor
is amide-linked to the carboxy terminus of the hydrophilic polypeptide moiety located at the cell surface. Putative cleavages by
the (G)PI-specific phospholipases C and D expressed at the plasma membrane of (rat) adipocytes and in (human) serum which
result in the generation of diacylglycerol and phosphatidic acid,
respectively, and the release of the polypeptide moiety with glycan-phosphate and glycan remnants, respectively.

dictates the transient ‘stop transfer’ of the nascent polypeptide chain. Thereafter, signal sequence II becomes replaced by the GPI anchor (prefabricated at the endoplasmic reticulum membrane by sequential glycosylation of
phosphatidylinositol) in the course of a specific transamidation reaction. Subsequently, the completed GPI protein with its GPI anchor embedded in the luminal leaflet
of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane is transported
along the secretory pathway. Upon final fusion of the secretory vesicles with the plasma membrane the GPI protein moiety becomes exposed at the cell surface with the
GPI anchor being inserted into the extracellular membrane leaflet of the DIGs (fig. 5). Meanwhile, the biosyn-

thesis of this complex co-translational modification, including all genes which code for the glycosylation enzymes and the transamidase, has been unravelled [68–70,
89] and found to be highly conserved from yeast to man.
Of critical importance for the use of GPI proteins in therapy is the possibility to convert (almost) each (soluble)
protein (of potential therapeutic interest) into its GPI-anchored version [90]. For this, its gene sequence simply has
to be coupled to the signal sequences I and II by recombinant DNA manipulation. The biochemical analyses of
a number of recombinant fusion proteins with hydrophilic polypeptide domains coupled at their carboxy terminus to GPI anchors of varying fatty acid composition
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Fig. 5. Biosynthesis and recombinant expression of GPI proteins
in eucaryotic cells. The gene encoding the (eventually modified)
therapeutic protein or antibody passenger is fused (by recombinant DNA technology) at its 5ⴕ-end to the signal sequence I including the start codon and the cleavage site for the signal peptidase (orange scissors, colour only in online version) and at its 3ⴕend to the signal sequence II, which consists of a hydrophobic
transiently membrane-spanning segment (light green) including
the transamidase (blue scissors) recognition site  and a hydrophilic segment (dark green) including the stop codon. Signal sequences I and II derived from typical secretory proteins and GPI
proteins, respectively, are inserted as cassettes into appropriate
shuttle vectors (virus or plasmid based) for efficient transfection
of yeast (for example Saccharomyces cerevisiae) or mammalian
cells (for example CHO, COS, HEK293). Trancription of the passenger sequences is controlled by the upstream located strong

(and possibly regulated) promoter in concert with the downstream located terminator, translation by the upstream located
5ⴕ-untranslated region (5ⴕ-UTR) in concert with the downstream
located 3ⴕ-untranslated region (3ⴕ-UTR). Upon co-translational
transport into the endoplasmic reticulum, cleavage of signal sequence I by signal peptidase and cleavage of signal sequence II
under concomitant coupling of the passenger protein precursor
to the pre-fabricated GPI anchor (P = phosphate, G = glycan, I =
inositol, C-C = ethanolamine) by transamidase, the GPI protein
is delivered to the plasma membrane by vesicular transport
through the cytoplasm and finally inserted into DIGs with the
passenger protein moiety facing the cell surface. For therapeutic
applications the GPI protein can be extracted from plasma membrane DIGs with non-ionic detergents and reconstituted into detergent micelles using routine procedures.

in comparison to those with proteinaceous transmembrane anchors revealed only no to moderate effects of the
GPI anchor on the enzymic, binding or signalling functions of the corresponding passenger proteins [91–95].
This might have been unexpected given the previously observed very close proximity of the protein moiety of GPI
proteins to the membrane surface [96]. The apparent functional independence of the passenger protein and GPI anchor will facilitate the versatile construction of appropriate therapeutic GPI protein/antibody fusion polypeptides.
Upon transfection of yeast, insect or appropriately cultured mammalian cells with the corresponding viral or
plasmid vectors, GPI-anchored fusion proteins will be ex-

pressed in high amounts and with considerable enrichment [90] and can be used after preparation of total intact
or detergent-solubilized cellular membranes or after their
(partial) purification and subsequent reconstitution into
liposomes. Moreover, the recombinant ectopic GPI proteins or GPI antibodies can be selectively extracted from
the cell surface of the mammalian or yeast host cells by
specific non-ionic detergents, such as ␤-amidotaurocholate [97, 98], and be reconstituted into detergent micelles
without the need for further purification to homogeneity
(fig. 5). Complexes of GPI fusion proteins and detergents
may potentially be used for oral delivery and subsequent
transport of therapeutic proteins and antibodies into or
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Fig. 6. Model for the transfer of GPI proteins into DIGs and caveolae. Step A: GPI proteins or antibodies reconstituted into detergent micelles and exposed to intact mammalian cells spontaneously insert into the outer (extracellular) leaflet of plasma
membrane areas deprived of endogenous GPI proteins, glycolipids and cholesterol (non-DIG areas). Step B: GPI proteins/antibodies (but not transmembrane proteins) undergo time-dependent lateral movement into DIGs enriched in endogenous GPI
proteins, glycolipids and cholesterol. Step C: caveolin-1, synthesized as soluble protein in the cytosol, becomes incorporated into
the inner (cytoplasmic) leaflet of the DIGs plasma membrane,
which is fostered by its affinity to cholesterol. The subsequent

oligomerization of the caveolin-cholesterol complexes drives the
formation of cave-like invaginations at the DIGs along with the
GPI proteins/antibodies and glycolipids at the outer leaflet and a
subset of transmembrane proteins which all reside at the DIGs.
Completion of the invagination and budding leads to the generation of closed caveolin-coated vesicles, so-called caveolae, with
the GPI anchors embedded in luminal leaflet of the caveolar
membrane and the GPI protein/antibody moieties facing the caveolar lumen. The underlying molecular mechanism resembles,
but is not identical with, endocytosis of non-clathrin-coated vesicles.

across enterocytes, into the circulation, certain target tissues and the cytoplasm of certain target cells (fig. 3).

plasma membrane mediates anchorage and presentation
of the (passenger) protein at the cell surface [99, 107–109].
This so-called ‘cell surface painting’ has already been
used for the ectopic expression of modified antigens (for
immunization), receptors (for signal transmission) or
binding proteins (for transport) at the cell surface of biotechnologically relevant mammalian cells, which does
not rely on (sometimes troublesome) DNA transfection
methods [101, 110]. Importantly, the newly acquired cell
surface proteins may undergo transcytosis, that is transcellular transport via the cytoplasm from the apical to the
basolateral plasma membrane, in polarized cells or translocation across the plasma membrane into the cytoplasm
of both polarized and non-polarized cells (fig. 3). It is well
established that DIGs, which per se appear as ‘flat’ structures, can form invaginations oriented toward the cyto-

Trafficking of GPI Proteins in Adipocytes

The following recent experimental findings raised by
several research laboratories for a variety of cell types different from enterocytes suggest the potential of GPI modification of therapeutic proteins for their oral delivery
and, if required, for their subsequent translocation into
the cytoplasm of the target tissue cells (fig. 3). Recombinant purified GPI proteins, reconstituted into detergent
micelles, spontaneously associate with (target) cells of
different origin upon incubation in vitro (fig. 6) [99–107].
The GPI anchor inserted into the outer leaflet of the DIGs
Transport of Glycolipid-Modified
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Fig. 7. Model for the intra- and intercellular trafficking of GPI

proteins within adipose tissue. Step A: GPI proteins or antibodies
enriched at plasma membrane DIGs of adipocytes are translocated to the surface of LD via embedding of their GPI anchors in
the LD phospholipid monolayer. Step B: subsequently, they become associated with adiposomes, presumably emerging at plasma membrane DIGs (light brown lines, colour only in online version), via embedding of their GPI anchors in the outer leaflet of
the adiposome phospholipid bilayer. Step C: the adiposomes harbouring the GPI proteins are released from the (preferably large)
donor adipocytes. Step D: the adiposomes circulate within the
same or between distinct adipose tissue depots and come into
contact with plasma membrane DIGs of (preferably small) accep-

plasm. Upon synthesis of the atypical transmembrane
protein, caveolin-1, its post-translational insertion into
and both homo- and heterooligomerisation and complex
formation with cholesterol within the cytoplasmic leaflet
of the DIGs membrane bilayer [111–115] trigger the budding of closed vesicles, so-called caveolae, from the plasma membrane into the cytoplasm (fig. 6).
Transcytosis of GPI proteins in polarized cells (for example endothelial cells, enterocytes, epithelial cells) and
their reported preferential targeting to either the apical or
basolateral plasma membranes [116–118] may be mediated by caveolae harbouring the GPI proteins at their luminal face in the course of their partial or complete nonclathrin- but caveolin-mediated endocytosis [119–121].
The underlying molecular mechanisms may encompass
the lateral diffusion of the GPI proteins along the luminal
leaflets of tubular membrane structures formed by the
fused caveolae [122]. These could transverse the cyto104
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tor adipocytes. Step E: this triggers the transfer of the GPI protein
cargo of the adiposomes to the DIGs via embedding of their GPI
anchors in the outer leaflet of the DIGs phospholipid bilayer. Step
F: subsequent translocation of the GPI proteins and antibodies to
the surface of LD via embedding of their GPI anchors in the LD
phospholipid monolayer leads to cytoplasmic orientation of their
catalytic and antigen-binding protein moieties, respectively.
Translocation of the GPI proteins from DIGs to LD in both donor
and acceptor adipocytes (steps A and F) as well as the release of
the adiposomes (step B) are positively controlled by certain exogenous physiological (palmitate, H2O2) and pharmacological
(glimepiride) signals.

plasm and connect the apical and basolateral plasma
membranes. Alternatively, distinct non-fusing caveolar
vesicles may carry the luminal GPI protein across the cytoplasm from the extracellular leaflet of the apical plasma
membrane to that of the basolateral plasma membrane
upon their budding and fusion, respectively [115, 123,
124]. With both mechanisms the transcellular transport
of GPI proteins will result in their anchorage at the surface (in DIGs) of the basolateral membrane of enterocytes
or endothelial cells oriented towards their underlying interstitial tissue spaces.
The previously demonstrated translocation of GPI
proteins from plasma membrane DIGs into the cytoplasm of non-polarized cells, such as adipocytes, occurs
constitutively, but at a low rate, and becomes significantly up-regulated in response to physiological (such as palmitate, H2O2) or pharmacological (such as anti-diabetic
sulfonylurea glimepiride) stimuli (fig. 7; step A) [125–
Müller

127]. In the course of translocation, GPI proteins previously residing at plasma membrane DIGs or caveolae of
adipocytes appear in highly enriched fashion at the surface of cytoplasmic lipid droplets (LD) [128, 129]. LD act
as the storage organelles for triacylglycerols, which represent hydrophobic, highly reduced and concentrated
carriers of energy [130–132]. Thus, energy storage is
compartmentalized in LD in eucaryotic cells, in general.
In adipocytes, the most highly specialized cells dedicated to store energy, LD often occupy the bulk of the cytoplasm. In mammals, energy storage and catabolism in
LD is highly regulated by the nutritional state and hormones via engagement of downstream signalling pathways. The triacylglycerols are deposited together with
cholesterylesters in the core of the LD, which is surrounded by a phospholipid monolayer with intercalated
free fatty acids as well as cholesterol and decorated with
specific proteins, such as perilipin-A [130–132]. In addition to compartmentalized energy storage, LD are involved in intracellular protein storage and metabolism.
For instance, during development of the fruit fly Drosophila, histones accumulate at the surface of LD until
their successful import and complexing to DNA in rapidly dividing nuclei [133]. During replication of the hepatitis C virus in infected humans, its core protein also
localizes to LD in hepatocytes [134, 135]. LD also has
been linked functionally to the spliceosome and proteasome [132, 133, 136, 137]. Thus, LD might serve as platforms for the coordination and regulation of deposition
and degradation of various types of proteins, among
them membrane proteins, nuclear proteins and soluble
proteins of both endogenous and exogenous origin, in
addition to mere energy storage.
Very recently, two GPI proteins, Gce1 and CD73, have
been found associated with LD of rat adipocytes. They
are anchored at the LD surface through insertion of their
GPI fatty acyl chains into the LD phospholipid monolayer and expose their protein moiety toward the cytoplasm (fig. 7; step A) [128, 129]. The molecular mechanisms responsible for this atypical topological reorientation of GPI proteins from the extracellular/luminal to the
cytoplasmic localization (which apparently does not fit
the rules of vectorial vesicular transport along the classical secretory pathway) remain to be elucidated. They may
be based on a novel specialized type of endocytosis with
subsequent vesicular trafficking to the endoplasmic reticulum where the de novo biogenesis of LD with accompanying assembly of the reoriented GPI proteins at the
cytoplasmic face of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane takes place (fig. 8). Alternatively, the involvement
Transport of Glycolipid-Modified
Proteins: Vision or Fiction?

of micellar or bicellar structures which are formed within the DIGs and consist of GPI proteins, phospholipids,
glycolipids and additional proteins (for example those
destined for removal and degradation during quality
control) [138] is conceivable (fig. 8). These structures may
represent primordial LD prior to their filling with triacylglycerol and cholesterylester.

Trafficking of GPI Proteins between Adipocytes

Unexpectedly, in rat adipocytes LD-associated Gce1
and CD73 were found to be redirected from the LD to
small vesicles, so-called adiposomes, and thereby to be released into the incubation medium during pulse-chase experiments (fig. 7; step B) [127]. The GPI anchor of Gce1
and CD73 becomes embedded in the extracellular leaflet
of the adiposomal phospholipid bilayer and the protein
moieties exposed at the adiposomal surface [139, 140].
These adiposomes resemble the well-characterized microvesicles and exosomes harbouring subsets of transmembrane [141–143] and GPI proteins [82, 139, 144],
which are released from most mammalian cells into the
circulation in vivo or into the incubation medium in vitro.
The release of microvesicles following plasma membrane
blebbing or shedding as well as of exosomes following
plasma membrane fusion, that is exocytosis, of so-called
multivesicular bodies, which both presumably occur at
plasma membrane DIGs [142–156], is either constitutive
[145] or upregulated by cellular activation or apoptosis
[146–148]. In general, microvesicles and exosomes are assumed to operate as vehicles for the transfer of information-carrying proteins, among them GPI proteins, from
donor to acceptor cells. Thereby, information is transferred in horizontal fashion which may be related to a
multitude of physiological and pathophysiological functions, such as apoptosis induction, correction of paroxysmal nocturnal haemoglobinuria, control of blood coagulation and platelet activation, propagation of prion
protein or tumour metastasis [145–169]. Similarly, adiposomes in concert with the surface-exposed GPI proteins
are released from (preferably large) donor adipocytes in
moderate and constitutive and, more potently, regulated
fashion (by the same signals which elicit the translocation
of GPI proteins from the cell surface to the LD surface, see
above) (fig. 7; step C) and become associated (in spontaneous and constitutive fashion) with plasma membrane
DIGs of (preferably small) acceptor adipocytes (fig. 7; step
D) [139, 140]. Subsequently, the GPI proteins are transferred from these bound adiposomes to DIGs during a
Pharmacology 2010;86:92–116
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of GPI proteins from DIGs to LD. In the model of micellar trafficking, micelles consisting of phospholipids, caveolin-1 and the
GPI proteins are formed at the DIGs (light brown, colour only in
online version) of the plasma membrane (dark brown), which
then escape from the DIGs, move through the cytoplasm and finally deliver their cargo GPI protein to the LD, possibly by spontaneous insertion into their phospholipid monolayer (orange). In
the model of vesicular trafficking, GPI proteins in concert with
caveolin-1 are internalized by (non-clathrin-coated) endocytic
vesicles forming at the DIGs with their protein moieties (red) facing the vesicle lumen. During subsequent movement of the endocytic vesicles through the cytoplasm and their fusion with the
endoplasmic reticulum, reorientation of the GPI proteins by a
‘flip-flop’ mechanism leads to inversed topology with their protein moieties facing the cytoplasm and their GPI anchors embedded in the cytoplasmic leaflet of the endoplasmic reticulum bilayer. The de novo biogenesis of LD at these sites of the endoplas-

mic reticulum with budding of the cytoplasmic membrane leaflet
will drive the integration of typical LD-associated proteins, such
as perilipin and caveolin-1, as well as of the atypical LD-associated GPI proteins into the phospholipid monolayer surrounding the
nascent LD. These increase in size and grow to mature LD by the
synthesis and incorporation of triacylglycerol and cholesterylesters into the LD core (orange). In the model of bicellar trafficking,
small phospholipid micelles harbouring GPI proteins and caveolin-1, so-called bicelles, are transiently formed at DIGs leaving
‘plasma membrane holes’ with sealing ‘phospholipid edges’. Subsequently, the bicelles are released from the DIGs into the cytoplasm under concomitant closure of the ‘plasma membrane holes’
and then sequentially converted into nascent and mature LD as
described for the vesicular trafficking model. Irrespective of the
molecular mechanism, the trafficking has been demonstrated to
operate constitutively at low rate, but to be significantly up-regulated by exogenous physiological (for example palmitate, H2O2)
and pharmacological (for example glimepiride) signals.

spontaneous and constitutive process that depends on the
integrity of both the GPI anchors and the DIGs and remains restricted to subsets of transmembrane proteins
and GPI proteins (fig. 7; step E). Thereafter, the transferred
GPI proteins are translocated in the absence or, more potently, presence of exogenous signals (palmitate, glimepiride, H2O2) from the plasma membrane DIGs to the intracellular LD of the acceptor adipocytes (fig. 7; step F). This
translocation of exogenous GPI proteins seemingly parallels that of their endogenous GPI protein counterparts and
finally leads to GPI anchorage at the surface monolayer of
LD with the protein moieties facing the cytoplasm.
This complex inter- and intracellular trafficking of
GPI proteins has recently been demonstrated for the ad-

iposome-mediated transfer of the GPI-anchored (c)AMPdegrading enzymes, Gce1 and CD73, from donor to acceptor adipocytes and their subsequent translocation to
cytoplasmic LD of the acceptor adipocytes [170–172]. The
expression of Gce1 and CD73 at the LD surface with their
(c)AMP-degrading catalytic domains gaining access to
the cytoplasm leads to lowering of the concentration of
(c)AMP at the LD surface zone (fig. 9). The resulting
blockade of cAMP-dependent phosphorylation causes
the inhibition of hormone-sensitive lipase and activation
of glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase in the immediate
vicinity of the LD [170–172]. Thus, this mechanism coordinates down-regulation of lipolysis and up-regulation of
esterification which both ultimately foster triacylglycerol

Fig. 8. Three putative mechanisms for the intracellular trafficking
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Fig. 9. Model for the involvement of intra-adipocyte trafficking of
the GPI proteins, Gce1 and CD73, for the regulation of lipid metabolism. ␤-Adrenergic challenge of adipocytes with isoproterenol increases total cytoplasmic cAMP leading to stimulation of
lipolysis, the release of fatty acids from triacylglycerol, and inhibition of esterification, the incorporation of fatty acids into triacylglycerol. Exogenous signals, such as palmitate, glimepiride and
H2O2, promote the translocation of Gce1 and CD73 from plasma

membrane DIGs (light brown lines, colour only in online version)
to LD. The resulting cAMP-to-adenosine conversion and lowering of the cAMP levels at the LD surface zone by the concerted
actions of the cAMP-specific phosphodiesterase activity of Gce1
and 5ⴕ-nucleotidase activity of CD73 cause inhibition of lipolysis
and stimulation of esterification with concomitant upregulation
of LD biogenesis and adipocyte differentiation.

synthesis and LD biogenesis. As a consequence, information about (c)AMP-dependent signalling and metabolic
pathways, such as the stimulation of esterification and
inhibition of lipolysis, is transmitted between physiologically distinct (large and small) adipocyte subpopulations
within the same (for example subcutaneous) tissue depot
(that is, in paracrine fashion) or between different (for
example subcutaneous and visceral) depots (that is, in endocrine fashion). Thus, in adipose tissue communication
via adiposomes seems to signal the shift of burden of lipid loading from large ‘old’ to small ‘young’ adipocytes
(fig. 7) and may trigger LD biogenesis and differentiation
of pre-adipocytes [5, 170].

in the form of triacylglycerol is hydrolyzed to generate
free fatty acids and monoacylglycerol by pancreatic lipase. These cleavage products are then emulsified with
the help of phospholipids and bile acids present in bile to
form micelles. Both free fatty acids and monoacylglycerol are then taken up by the absorptive cells of the small
intestine, the enterocytes, where they are re-synthesized
into triacylglycerol and incorporated into the core of chylomicrons which are secreted via the lymphatic system
into the circulation [174, 175]. Surprisingly, wild-type
mice fed a high-fat diet or challenged with an oil bolus by
oral gavage are commonly reported as having no LD accumulation in enterocytes [176–178]. Nevertheless, both
indirect and direct evidence exists supporting the presence of a cytoplasmic triacylglycerol storage pool in enterocytes. In humans, sequential meal tests demonstrated
that chylomicrons secreted after a second meal carried
triacylglycerol ingested during the first meal [179, 180].
In rats, triacylglycerol is synthesized within 30 s after an
intraduodenal fat infusion [181]. However, the secretion
of triacylglycerol into the lymph does not reach a steady
state until 4 h after infusion, suggesting that the rate-lim-

DIGs and LD as Common Denominators between
Adipocytes and Enterocytes

More than 95% of dietary fat consumed is absorbed
whether a low- or high-fat diet is consumed [173], as evidenced by the small amount of fat that is excreted in faeces in either case. In the small intestine lumen, dietary fat
Transport of Glycolipid-Modified
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iting step in dietary fat absorption is the transport of triacylglycerol from the endoplasmic reticulum to the Golgi
apparatus [182]. This led the investigators to hypothesize
that during this period, triacylglycerol resides on the cytoplasmic leaflet of the endoplasmic reticulum membrane for later secretion [183]. In addition, more triacylglycerol was found in the cytoplasm of enterocytes prepared from high fat-fed compared to chow-fed rabbits by
biochemical analysis [184]. Finally, electron microscopy
images of enterocytes from humans challenged with fat
loads demonstrated the existence of a cytoplasmic triacylglycerol storage pool [185]. Re-synthesized triacylglycerol, which first enters a cytoplasmic storage pool, may
not be immediately available for the synthesis of chylomicrons. However, upon lipolysis and re-esterification it
may then enter the lumen of the endoplasmic reticulum
where the assembly of chylomicrons begins. Nevertheless, whether a dynamic cytoplasmic pool of triacylglycerol and, in consequence, LD exists during the process of
dietary fat absorption has remained controversial so far
[186].
However, very recently the presence of LD in enterocytes has been demonstrated on the basis of resonant coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy signals
from symmetric CH2 stretch vibration [187]. The nature
of the LD was confirmed by biochemical analysis to predominantly consist of triacylglycerol. Combined coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering microscopy and fluorescence imaging showed that these LD were located in
the cytoplasm and coated with the LD-specific PAT protein TIP47 [188]. The amount of triacylglycerol stored in
the enterocytes was found to be highly dependent on the
region of the intestine and directly correlated with the
amount of fat consumed. Moreover, the recent observations of LD in ex vivo fresh intestinal tissues provided
direct evidence that dietary free fatty acids enter a dynamic cytoplasmic triacylglycerol pool in enterocytes in
response to a dietary fat challenge [187]. Together the results highlight the dynamics of the cytoplasmic triacylglycerol pool in enterocytes which may have evolved to
insure the absorption of highly energy-dense macronutrients during times when food was scarce [187]. Mammalian enterocytes are constantly renewing and turn over
every 3–4 days. Thus, mammalian enterocytes would not
be considered a long-term storage depot for triacylglycerol, as mammals have adipose tissue to serve this purpose. Nonetheless, the temporal storage of triacylglycerol
in enterocytes allows its excess after a meal rich in dietary
lipid to be conserved within the cell as opposed to being
excreted in faeces. The storage of triacylglycerol in LD of
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enterocytes after a meal rich in dietary fat may also alleviate lipotoxicity to enterocytes by high concentration of
free fatty acids [189]. Based on these data, a revised model
of triacylglycerol metabolism within enterocytes has been
proposed to depict the physiological role of LD in enterocytes during dietary fat absorption. This model is consistent with previous models describing triacylglycerol storage and secretion in hepatocytes and enterocytes [186]. In
this model diacylglycerol is synthesized from the products
of dietary fat digestion, monoacylglycerol and fatty acylcoenzyme A. Triacylglycerol is then synthesized from diacylglycerol and fatty acyl-coenzyme A. In enterocytes
the synthesized triacylglycerol has 2 potential fates: direct
incorporation into nascent chylomicrons for immediate
secretion via the Golgi apparatus or storage in cytoplasmic LD. It should be noted that the existence of a cytoplasmic triacylglycerol pool has been well accepted for hepatocytes where triacylglycerol is recycled and secreted in
the form of very low-density lipoprotein [186, 190].

Hypothetical Model for Trafficking of GPI Proteins
across Enterocytes

Albeit experimental data are lacking so far, enterocytes may behave similar to adipocytes with regard to
inter- and intracellular trafficking of GPI proteins. This
assumption seems to rely on a sound basis given the
known high contents of plasma membrane DIGs [191,
192] and LD [187] in rodent enterocytes. Consequently in
analogy to adipocytes, for enterocytes the following
multi-step model for the oral delivery of therapeutic proteins and antibodies in the course of transcellular transport and/or translocation onto the surface of cytoplasmic
LD and subsequent release via microvesicles/exosomes
and translocation into the cytoplasm of acceptor cells can
be envisaged. It is based on the unique property of GPI
proteins to associate through their GPI anchor with detergent micelles, plasma membrane DIGs, LD and microvesicles/exosomes in a fashion compatible with interand intracellular trafficking as well as physiological function (fig. 3).
Step 1: following oral ingestion of pH-sensitive filmor gel-coated microspheres (for protection against low pH
and proteases/glucosidases in the stomach, see above) encapsulating appropriately formulated mixed micelles of
detergent and the therapeutic GPI fusion proteins/antibodies of interest, the GPI protein load will be released in
the intestinal lumen. Thereafter, the GPI proteins will
spontaneously insert into DIGs of the apical plasma
Müller

membrane of intestinal enterocytes. Step 2: the GPI proteins are translocated from the DIGs to the surface of cytoplasmic LD of the enterocytes. Step 3: the GPI proteins
are then translocated from the LD to DIGs of the basolateral plasma membrane or, alternatively, to multivesicular
endosomal bodies for initiation of the biogenesis of microvesicles and exosomes, respectively. Both translocation steps are stimulated by exogenous signals, such as
palmitate, glimepiride or H2O2. In case of missing translocation of the GPI proteins to microvesicles/exosomes,
they will remain associated at the LD surface and may
fulfil (the desired) physiological (for example enzymic or
neutralizing) function directed toward a cytosolic target
or mechanism. Step 4: upon completion of shedding
of the microvesicles or exocytosis of the multivesicular
bodies from the basolateral plasma membrane, the vesicle-associated GPI fusion proteins/antibodies become
distributed via the circulation. Step 5: in case of the therapeutic protein/antibody exerting an extracellular function in the circulation (for example as enzyme or neutralizing antibody) or in the interstitial spaces of the target
tissue (for example as ligand for cell surface receptors), its
release from the circulating microvesicles/exosomes may
or may not be necessary (depending on the protein’s nature, such as size, surface charge, steric hindrance by
GPI) to ensure access to interacting proteins, co-factors
or substrates in the blood or to allow free diffusion and
transport to the relevant extracellular matrix. GPI anchors are cleaved specifically by (G)PI-specific phospholipases (fig. 4), among them serum phospholipase D,
which may provoke lipolytic release of therapeutic proteins/antibodies from GPI anchorage at circulating microvesicles/exosomes. Phospholipase D is highly expressed in human serum [82, 84], albeit its efficacy toward GPI anchors embedded in intact membranes of
microvesicles/exosomes remains to be clarified [193, 194].
Nevertheless, human GPI-specific phospholipase D represents a candidate enzyme for the last step in the transcellular transport of a therapeutic GPI fusion protein/antibody from the intestinal lumen into the circulation and
its conversion from the amphiphilic into its hydrophilic
version. Step 6: in case of the therapeutic protein/antibody exerting a function in the cytoplasm of the target
tissue cells (for example as signalling protein or neutralizing antibody), the lipolytic release has to be reduced or
completely prevented. This could be achieved by alteration of the putative cleavage site for the GPI-specific
phospholipase D within the GPI anchor by site-directed
mutagenesis of glycosylation enzymes involved in the
biosynthesis of the GPI glycan core at the endoplasmic

reticulum in the recombinant host cells used for the GPI
protein production (fig. 5).
The model proposed for the intracellular and intercellular transport of GPI proteins across enterocytes and
from enterocytes to target tissue cells, respectively, is currently based on findings obtained with adipocytes, exclusively, and is therefore of hypothetical nature. However,
its relevance for the oral delivery of therapeutic proteins/
antibodies and their subsequent targeting to the plasma
or to the cytoplasm of tissue cells can now be studied in
vitro and in vivo. Appropriate test models include the
passage of GPI fusion proteins (preferably equipped with
easily measurable reporter enzymes) from the apically to
the basolaterally oriented incubation medium of cultured
intestinal epithelial cells and the systemic delivery of GPI
hormones (such as GPI insulin) upon their oral administration to appropriate animal models of the disease (such
as diabetic rodents) and analysis of the corresponding
physiological effect (such as blood glucose decrease).

Transport of Glycolipid-Modified
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Trafficking of GPI Proteins beyond Enterocytes and
Adipocytes

The recently reported observations with adipocytes
[171, 172] raised the possibility for the operation of similar
mechanisms of inter- and intracellular trafficking of GPI
proteins between and in other tissue cells, such as pancreatic ␤, muscle or liver cells, with their transfer from microvesicles/exosomes to plasma membrane DIGs and subsequent translocation to the surface of cytoplasmic LD.
Both DIGs and LD are present in virtually all mammalian
cell types studied so far, albeit at considerably varying
amounts [73–79, 130–132, 195, 196]. The subcellular location at the LD surface enables the therapeutic protein/antibody to substitute for missing or subnormal activity or
to dampen hyperactivity of a gene product encoded by a
polymorphic/mutant susceptibility gene (fig. 1). Moreover, during the past few years LD have been recognized
as a complex, well-organized and dynamic organelle exerting a multitude of important and heterogenous functions (see above) rather than being a simple and static lipid-filled balloon with mere storage capabilities for fatty
acids and cholesterol in both adipose and non-adipose
cells (fig. 10) [133]. The apparent role of LD in the specific
retention and release of regulatory and structural proteins, such as those involved in the intracellular replication of several infectious agents, including Chlamydia and
hepatitis C virus [134, 137], suggests new therapeutic options for a variety of common diseases, including infec109
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regulated uptake, esterification and lipolytic release of fatty acids
and cholesterol for a multitude of both endogenous and exogenous uses, which are predominantly related to the compartmen-

talization of both energy and building blocks for the biosynthesis
of membranes and signalling molecules, in a variety of adipose
and non-adipose cells. In addition, LD seem to fulfil important
roles in the storage and controlled release of proteins.

tions. Consequently, this enlarged ‘portfolio’ of LD could
make themselves and the molecular mechanisms underlying their biogenesis, in general, as well as the inter- and
intracellular trafficking of GPI proteins to LD, in particular, attractive as drug targets for therapeutic proteins and
antibodies with regard to a variety of common complex
diseases (fig. 11). In addition to infection and metabolic
disorders, such as obesity and type II diabetes, the candidates for potential future therapies with LD-targeted GPI
proteins and antibodies encompass cardiovascular diseases, cancer, Alzheimer’s disease and aging.
Most important for future progress will be the ‘proof
of this concept’ with intestinal epithelial cells, in general,
and with relevant target tissue cells, in particular, including the demonstration of its superior efficacy compared
to non-oral and alternative oral (and so far only experimentally used) application routes. Moreover, a number of
potential safety issues have to be addressed adequately.
Among them is the potential immunogenicity caused by
single or few carbohydrate, phosphate or amino acid residues left at the carboxy terminus of the released therapeutic protein/antibody upon cleavage of its GPI anchor
by serum phospholipases, phosphodiesterases, glucosidases or proteases. Moreover, in vivo the time course of

cleavage and release from microvesicles/exosomes of the
therapeutic GPI proteins/antibodies may critically affect
the onset and duration of their physiological actions.
In general, for oral delivery of protein therapeutics to
become reality for patients suffering from chronic diseases, such as type II diabetes, there are a number of important challenges that need to be addressed irrespective
of the technology applied [197–200]. First, long-term efficacy and safety need to be demonstrated through adequately powered studies in different patient populations
across the spectrum of the disease. Reproducible absorption of the protein drug and understanding of meal-related absorption are clearly important goals for developing
a drug that needs to be administered life-long. Second,
clinical studies need to demonstrate superiority over injectable regimens of the protein drug as well as over orally available small-molecule drugs. As an example, for oral
insulin the therapeutic goals are improved hypoglycaemic profile, reduced weight gain and, in general, better
disease progression outcome in long-term studies in
comparison to short-acting injectable human insulin and
metformin pills. Third, one of the important open points
of long-term protein delivery through the oral route is its
potential for inducing mitogenic changes in the gut mu-

Fig. 10. Multiple functions of LD. LD are heavily engaged in the
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Fig. 11. LD as putative drug targets. During the past decade, LD
have been recognized as intracellular organelles fulfilling multiple functions in the storage, chaperoning and degradation of macromolecules. Among them are regulatory and vesicular trafficking proteins controlling the storage, scavening and detoxification
of lipophilic (toxic) substances, the retention, release and movement of organelles, the subcellular compartmentalization and the
cell surface exposure as well as release into microvesicles and exosomes of metabolic enzymes and signalling proteins, such as the
GPI proteins, Gce1 and CD73, in both adipose and non-adipose
cells. The biogenesis of the LD with concomitant upregulation of
esterification and downregulation of lipolysis and, in conse-

quence, the LD-mediated physiological functions, such as the release of proteins into microvesicles and exosomes, are controlled
by expression of the relevant proteins at the LD, such as the GPI
proteins Gce1 and CD73. Vice versa, the LD expression of proteins
is affected by the LD biogenesis. In adipose cells, the role of LD
has been clearly established for the pathogenesis of certain common complex diseases, such as obesity and type II diabetes. In
non-adipose cells novel functions have been suggested for LD,
such as during tumorigenesis and aging, but have to be confirmed
by rigorous experimentation for the validation of LD as future
drug target.

cosa. For instance, insulin as being an, albeit mild, growth
promoter has always been under scrutiny for this potential toxicity issue. This would need to be addressed in
long-term toxicity studies. Fourth, the success of oral
protein drug delivery depends on the ability to manufacture the (for example GPI-modified) protein both in sufficient quantities for oral delivery as well as efficiently in
a cost-conscious pharmaceutical marketplace. If all these
issues are successfully addressed, a treatment paradigmchanging therapy of chronic diseases with oral delivery
of protein drugs may be the result.

sitive gels, detergent micelles and nanoparticles, could
enable the efficient oral delivery of protein drugs and
their targeting to the sites of action of the corresponding
abnormal gene products encoded by polymorphic/mutant susceptibility genes. No doubt, overcoming the
known hurdles will be challenging, but this is presumably a prerequisite for achieving the goal of personalized
prevention and therapy of multifactorial complex common diseases in the medium term. Ideally, they will encompass patient-tailored combinations of GPI proteins/
antibodies which address as many as feasible of the products affected by the susceptibility genes in a tissue-specific fashion. GPI proteins and antibodies may thus increase the number of druggable targets, which so far resist attack by small molecules, as well as the number of
drugs, which exhibit exquisite specificity toward their
target.

Conclusions

Taken together, the technology of glycolipid-based,
that is GPI-modified, therapeutic proteins/antibodies in
combination with special formulations, such as pH-senTransport of Glycolipid-Modified
Proteins: Vision or Fiction?
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